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Should All Abscesses be Drained? A
Viral Infection of the Hand
Abstract
Orf is a zoonotic disease, which is caused by the parapox virus limiting itself
and this disease can be transmitted by touching animals or infected flesh. This
is usually seen on butchers and vets. The disease can be healed spontaneously
and its treatment is symptomatic. The patients, going to hospitals complaining
that there are abscesses on their hands, may encounter with wrong diagnosis
and unnecessary surgical attempts. We are aimed at increasing the awareness of
doctors to decide how to naje the treatment plans by taking the Orf on patients
into consideration. On this study, we examined the Orf diagnosis, monitored on a
21-years old patient.
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Introduction
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Orf is a dermotologic disease known as contagious dermatitis or
ecthyma. The disease is caused by the Orf virus and this virus
is from the parapoxvirus family having double spiral [1]. It’s also
zoonoses that can be transmitted to human by touching animals
like sheep and goat directly or infected flesh and contaminated
waste. Characteristics Orf Virus Infections in Animals and Humans
are shown in Table 1.
The risky group consists of farmers, butchers, vets and those
distributing flesh. It has not been reported that it is transmitted
from person to person [2]. The virus is seen as rare in the world
and it is rarely reported to be seen as it limits itself [3]. The Orf,
seen on human, is a solitary nodule which is 2-1 cm caliber. The
lesion is generally seen on hands, wrists and forearms, but rarely
on face. Clinically, in a week after the contact, there happens a red
maculopapuler lesion. This lesion is transformed into a nodule,
on which there is a bulla. On this phase, lesion causes edema and
it is so sensitive, bleeding very easily. In a week, there happens
tiny pappilomes and these form thick crusts covering the surface.
Then, it heals itself spontaneously in 6-8 weeks by giving out a
superficial scar [1].
In recent years, there have been different alternative antiviral
agents such as idoxuridine [3], cidofovir [4] and imiqumod [5] and
shave excision cryotherapy [6] to heal the disease caused by Orf.
We’ve found it suitable to present our phenomenon to examine Orf,
which can be healed symptomatically without giving out any scars.
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Case
A 21 years-old man came to our clinic, complaining about lump
and spasm on the first, 2nd, 4th fingers on his right hand and on
surface of the same hand. He said he is a butcher and told us
that he was in contact with zoic products. After the examination,
we realized that there was hemorrhagic bulla which was
erythematus and had edema on his right hand- first finger (0.5),
right hand forth finger (0.5), and right hand third finger (0.5) and
the nodules were so sensitive. On the right axilla, a lymph (1 cm)
nod was detected.
On the right hand of the patient, there were widespread edema,
hiperema and heat increase. On the liquid extracted from the
lesion, it was realized that there were 2 neutrophil, on every tract.
There was no reproduction culture. The diagnosis result was the
Orf on the patient by taking clinic examination into consideration.
In addition, the patient was given 1000 mg oral amoxicilin
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clavulanate treatment, thinking there could be secondary
infection. Having the patient used antibiotic for 10 days, it was
detected the pain and edema were disappearing slowly. It was
also monitored that the lesion disappeared spontaneously
without any more intervention.

Discussion
The reason why the Orf disease is ignored much is because the
disease limits itself [3]. For some time, it may lead to systemic
fever and weakness. Especially, it is usual to see recurrence on
risky people. On atopic dermatitis, transparent receivers and
insufficient immune conditions, lesions may form exophytic
masses, repeat themselves or become persistent [7]. The disease
is generally seen in spring and summer months. Any sex separation
hasn’t been reported yet. All patients are males. Cause they are
more in contact with animals [8]. The disease is generally seen
on hands and faces, rarely on the other parts of the body [3]. The
lesions emerge (Figures 1 and 2) as sole or a few on the hands
which are not dominant [1].
But in our study, we realized that there was more than a single
lesion on the dominant hand of the patient. In addition, Orf can
be seen together with Stevens Johnson syndrome, generalized
mucocutaneous eruption, edema on eyelid or big, stubborn
and ongoing lesions on patients whose immune systems are too
weak. On immunocompromised patients, there could be bigger
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and fungal lesions [8]. On the other hand of our patient, we
detected a cellulite with a widespread hyperemia and a sensitive
lymphadenopathy (1 cm) on his armpit. After the oral amoksasilin
clawlanate treatment, the lesions were healing spontaneously.
It is easier to decide the diagnosis if we learn the patient is in
contact with any animal. The lesions of our patient began with
the contact with blood of a sheep in a week and the diagnosis was
decided by taking his story and clinic studies into consideration. If
someone wants to verify it, it can be done with the help of electron
microscope, PCR or histopathological study. But histopathological
study findings may change from patient to patient. These include
pyknotic- epidemic cells, paleness on epidermis, eosinophilic
inclusion, histiocytes, macrophages and lymphocyte infiltration
[1]. In the distinctive findings of the disease, there may be anthrax,
pyoderma, gangrenosum, herpetic felon, felon, milker’s nodule
malignant melanoma, staphylococcal dermatologic infections,
atypical mycobacterial infections, tularemia and nokardiasis [9].
Specific antiviral treatment against the disease is not possible.
On the same study, it was found that cidafovir, idoxuridine and
imiquimod tropical cream may give patients some benefits. In
Orf treatment, cryothrerapy, surgical excision and iterfenon were
also used [3]. For the treatment of big lesions or on patients
having weak immune systems, alfa interferon injection into
lesions or cream with cidofovir can be used [10]. In addition, it
slowly loses its population these days although ‘shave’ excision is
a usual way to heal Orf disease and it is preferred by most doctors

Table 1 Characteristics of Orf virus infections in animals and humans.

Vaccine

Animals
2–3 days
Direct contact
Papules, pustules, vesicles
Supportive
Self-limiting
Anorexia, starvation, lameness, secondary
bacterial infections
Yes

Important differential diagnoses

Foot and mouth disease

Incubation period
Mode of transmission
Clinical signs
Treatment
Course of disease
Complications

Humans
3–7 days
Direct contact
Papules that progress to pustules
Supportive
Self-limiting
Secondary bacterial infections, bullous pemphygoid,
erythema multiforme, toxic erythema
No
Cutaneous anthrax, tularemia, primary inoculation
tuberculosis, eyrsipeloid, sporotrichosis

Figure 1 Lesions at first presentation.
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Figure 2 Lesions after four weeks.

[6]. In Ireland, there is an attenuated vaccine and it is used for the
Orf treatments [8]. It is also important to give importance to your
hand hygiene and learn about the ways to protect yourself from
this disease.

Conclusion
Today, there are not so many reports about this disease, but
we may encounter with wrong treatment methods to heal the
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disease. Mostly, surgical interventions rather than symptomatic
are applied to heal patients complaining about scars and
abscesses on their hands. Although this disease may disappear
without applying to any treatment, there are lots of unnecessary
surgical intervention and healing methods. With this study, we
are aimed at increasing the awareness of doctors about arranging
the true treatment plan by not ignoring patients’ stories with
animals.
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